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niE DEUTERON-Pim<UP REACTION 

IN AN OPTICALdMODEL APPROXIMATION 

Kenneth R. Greider 

Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

July 7, 1958 

ABSTRACT 

A theo·ry of the (p,o.) pickup reaction is described, in which 

the nuclear interactions of the incoming and outgoing.particles are 
I 

considered. Two different formal expressions that give the transition 

amplitude are derived, and the,wave functions in this amplitude are 

approximated by an optical~model procedure in which it is asstimed that· 

the initial- and final-state particles scatter elastically in the 
• 

nucleus. The inelastic-scattE;!ring effects are shown to be small. 

Several closed forms for these optical-model wave functionsare 

derived on the basis of a WKB approximation for a. complex square-well 
I 

scattering potential. The use of these wave functions, along with an 

approximation that gives the form of the trrutsition amplitude in terms 

of Gaussian functions, allows a closed-form solution for the differential 

cross section. 

It is found that the elastic scattering processes are not 

negligible, since they affect considerably the magnitude and the shape 

of the differential cross section. By comparing the theory with recent 
12 . 

pickup experiments on C at 95 and 145 Mev, one obtains a nuclear-

momentum distribution that, unlike.the BOrn approximation analysis, is 

in .,good agreement with the results of other determinations of momentum 



distributio~ It is found that a neutron number of from 4 to 7 neutrons 

and a momentum distribution of exp( =E/20) are required to fit the data. ~' 

The polarization effects in the pickup process are investigated 

by using spin~orbit potentials in addition to the central potentials to 

describe the initial- and fir~l-state scatterings. Simple forms for the 

spin orbit, elastic scattering wave :functions are developed, so that the 

transition matrix can be obtained without difficulty in closed form. 

The usual poll:).r:i.zatj_on f'or:ma1isra is appli.ed to obtain the asymmetry of 

deuterons produced by initially polarized protons, and the results 

compare favorably with recent ex-perimental data. 
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.INTRODUCTION 

The theory of nuclear-rearrangement collisions has been developed 

and refined to a considerable degree over the last ten years due to 

both the "direct" interaction picture given by Serber1 and the scattering 

formalism introduced by Lippmann and Schwinger. 2 The two particular 

process~s that have received perhaps the greatest amou~t of attention 

during this period are that of deuteron stripping, and its time reverse, 

deuteron pickup. Since the stripping process was observed first, and 

consequently received extensive experimental and theoretical attention, 

a brief historical review of this subject is given in order to provide 

some insight into the problems that exist in the present treatment of 

the pickup process. 

Excluding the very-low-energy "Oppenheimer~Phillips.effect," 

the first real nuclear stripping of medium- or high~energy deuterons 

was observed by Helmholz et al. in 1947.3 These reactions, in which 

various nuclei were bombarded with 190-Mev deuterons, produced high-

energy neutrons whose angular distributions were peaked in the forward 

direction. This peak could not be explained on the basis of a compound-

nucleus theory, which would l~ad to a flat angular.distribution, but 

. 4 
required Serber's direct-interaction picture. 

The Serber theory considers basically the kinematic effects 

when the deuteron's kinetic energy is much greater than its binding 

energy. The proton* in the deuteron may.be instantaneously stripped 

* This, particular case is chosen only.for clarity in the. discussion 

that follows. The word "neutron" may be substituted for "proton" 

and vice versa, since either neutrons or protons may emerge from 

stripping reactions. 
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off by the target nucleus, while the neutron continues on with the momen-

turn it had when the proton was removed. This momentum is just the vector 

sum of: 

(a) one-half the original deuteron translational momentUm, and 

(b) the internal momentum of the neutron in the deuteron at 

the instant of stripping. 

Since this 'internal momentum is randomly oriented, and is' much smaller 

than the translational momentum, the predicted distribution of neutrons 

is highly peaked in the forward direction and gives a successful explana-

tion of the form of the experimental results. 

To obtain an estimate of the magnitude of the stripping cross 

section, the Serber theory uses a classical model. Consider a hard . 

spherical nucleus bombarded by a deuteron in wl!.ich classical trajectories 

are assumed for both the neutron and proton. The nuclear interaction is 

simply represented, since those trajectories that cross the nuclear 

surface represent capture processes. Thus stripping can occur only if 

the neutron misses the nucleus and the proton is captured. At the high 

energy considered; such a classical picture gives reasonably good results 

for the total cross section. 

In spite of the successes of the Serber theory at high energies, 

it could not explain the angular distributions obtained a few years 

later by Burrows et a1. 5 By the stripping of medium=energy deuterons, 

they obtained some neutrons whose angular distributions peaked at wide 

angles rather than in the forward direction. This phenomenon ~s ex= 

'• 6 
plained by Butler on the basis of a model apparently quite different 

from Serber's. 

Q 
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Very briefly, Butler's theory assumes that the proton is captured 

into a nuclear state of definite' angular momentilm and~ parity. Consider, 

for example, the stripping process that leaves the nucleus in a·:final 

ground state (which is experimentally known by resolving individual energy 

_groups of the observed neutrons). 
. . . . 

The initial nucleus, then, can accept 

only those protons which carry the particular angular momentum required 

to form a ground-state final nucleus, and consequently the angular 

distribution of the outgoing neutrons will be drastically affected. The 

fact that one· can experimentally o.bserve the. a.ngular=momentum difference 

between initial and final ground~state nuclei has proVided a powerful 

tool in the field of nuclear spectroscopy. 

The Butler theory does not3 of course, negate any of the Serber 

theory; it merely takes up the problem in greater det~:il.· First, Butler 

treats the problem by quantum mechanics rather than by a classical 

approximation, and secondly, he places restrictiom~ ·on 'the possible 

final states of the captured proton, rather. than assume that all protons 

are captured, regardless of their momenta. One might assume less severe 

restrictions than Butler's, such as requiring that the captured protons 

have momentum values that coincide with the known nucleon momentum 

distribution in an nucleus. But this falls into the same categdry as 

Butler's angular=momentum requirements, in that it takes account of the 

restrictions on the momentum of the captured particle due to the presence 

of a real nucleus, rather than a class :leal absorbing sphere. , 

Although present experimental evidence does not show the neces-

sity for any drastic revisions in stripping theory, there are improve

ments, to be discussed below, that can be made ob.the Serber. and Butler 



results. There have recently be~n several investigations, 7' 8' 9' 10 based 

on scattering formalism, which obtain more exact results than th~ earlier 

theories. Comprehensive reviews of the current status of stripping 

11 12 reactions have been written by Huby and by Butler. 

I~ extending the Butler theory, one migh~_wonder whether the 

nucleus has any appreciable effect on the incoming deuteron or the out-

going neutron, in addition to its effect on the state of the captured 

proton discussed above. Certainly one would expect these particles to 
I . 

scatter from the nucleus and change the observed angular distributions. 

The Butler theory assumes that the nucleus is completely transparent both 

to incoming deuterons and to outgoing neutrons. This presumably accounts 

for the fact that the Butler cross sections are large:r than the experi-

mental results, since the nucleon mean free path at Butler's energies 

is small compared with nuclear dimensions, and absorption effects should 

not be negligible. At high energies, where the nucleon mean free path 

is long, it would be expected that the nucleon=nucleus scattering 

contributions.would not only affect the magnitude of the cross section, 

but also alter the angular distribution of the observed stripped neutrons. 

To include the aforementioned scattering contributions, and give 

an exact treatment of the stripping reaction, is by no means easy. The 

first step, to derive an exact forma~ expression that is believed to 

represent the process, ·is made possible with the results of the 

Lippmann~Schwinger formalism. However, the exact calculation of such 
. ' . 

an expression is usually impossible. The reason for tpe difficulties 

can be explained as follows. Iri the Born .. approxizna.tion treatment 

(Butler and Serber) not only is t~e mathematical description of the 

plane-wave particle states well.known, but also their form usually 

. ! 

v 



perniits quite simple and direct evaluation-of the desired cross sections. 

With the inclusion of initial and final scatte:dng· states, however, the 

simple Born-approximation de.scription is -no-- longer applicable; and one 

must either use higher orders in Born approximatl!on, -or, better, describe 

the distorted states by means of the results'of multiple scattering 

theory. 13 In either case, there is the ad~itional mathematical problem· 

of evaluating the matrix elements, since the integrals that appear are 

usually quite formidable. Thus it would be desirable to find a formal 

description of the scattering of particles that is reasonably exact, 

and at the same time not too difficult to handle mathematically. 

Among the various methods that aim for this goal, the optical-

- - 14 
model approach of Fernbach, Serber, and Taylor appears to be a good 

approximation to use in rearrangement collisions. The elastic scatter-

ing is described in terms of a complex potential, in which the real 

part gives the attraction or repulsion of the nuclear well, and the 

imaginary part accounts for the loss of particles due to all inelastic 

processes. (If this method is used, one must show tha.t the inelastic 

processes comprise a small part of the total scattering contributions 

to the matrix element.) This approach to the stripping problem has 

8 been suggested by Francis and Watson, and calculations for low-energy 

_processes have been made by Cheston, 15 who also considered polarization 

effects. 

All the arguments of the preceding paragraphs ar~ equally 

applicable to the deuteron pickup process. For the sake- of clarity, 

the_specific process under consideration is that in-whfch a proton 

picks up abound neutron to form a deuteron, leaving the final nucleus 

in the ground state or in a low excited state. 



Chew and Goldberger16 have investigated the pickup proce~s in 

Born approximation and.obtained.a result somewhat similar to the Butler 
I 

theory. Their differential·. cross section depends on t"wo factors: 

(a) the probability that th: neutron to. be picked up has a 

~ 

momentum ,~ in the initial nucleus, and 

(b) the probability that this momentum~ ~' combined with 

the incident proton momentum through the mutual interaction~ VNP' 

can be found in a deuteron. 

The only unknown parameter in this theory is the neutron momentum ~· 

Thus by fitting the theory to experimental angular distributions, one 

can find the probability distribution of neutron momenta in the initial 

.nucleus •. 

By describing the nuclear scattering of the incident proton and 

outgoing deuteron, the.optical model referred to above adds a third 

factor to the Chew-Goldberger expression for the differential cross 

section: the probability that the incident proton (outgoing deuteron) 

has elastically scattered into a different momentum state before (after) 

the neutron is picked up. Implicit in this factor is the probability 

that the particle may be,absorbed by the nuclear medium. 

In view of the.discussion above, it is apparent that the exact 

. solution of the deuteron~pickup problem is virtually impossible to 

obtain, and that the optical-model approximation might make the problem 

tractable. Such an optical-model description has been used in this 

dissertation •. 

The major goals of the.work to be described here were: 

(a) to derive an exact formal expression that descr~bes the 

pickup reaction; 

~! 

• 
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(~ ioaxw that the nuclear scattering contributions from the 

incoming and outgoing particles cannot be neglected in an accurate 

calculation of the cross section and polarization effects in the process; 

(c) to verify the optical-model approach as an adequate approxi~ 

mation for these scattering contributions; and 

(d) to develop manageable optical~model wave functions, and 

suggest some techniques for evaluation of the integrals. 

It is assumed in the following discussion that the energy of the incident 

proton is high; so that surface reflection and refraction, as well as the 

effects of the nuclear Coulomb potential, can be neglected. 

Part I shows the development of two forms for the matrix element' 

that describes the pickup process and includes a discussion of the merits 

of each. The optical-model restriction that the incomi:ng and outgoing 

particles scatter coherently is imposed, and it will be shown that the 

Chew-Goldberger expression can be obtained as a special case of the 

more general matrix element 'presented. 
I 

General forms for the wave.functions.that can be used to describe 

the elastic scattering in a central nuclear potential are developed in 

Part II. The derivation is based on a WKB approximation to obtain 

results that are as easy to handle mathematically as the Born approx-

imation's plane waves. Finally the differential cross section is ob-

tained in closed form by using_Gaussian expressions to approximate the 

functions in the matrix element. 

In Part III, calculations are made to fit the theory with recent 

· k . · · ·. t c12 17' 18 It · h th t b th · 1 · f p1c up exper1men s on • 1s s own a y e 1nc us1on o 

particle interactions with the nucleus~ a fit can be obtained without 

using the high neutron momenta that are required in the Chew-Goldberger 



analysis. The momentum distribution actually obtained for c12 is of 

the form exp(~E;f20), which is in agreement with the results of other 

investigations. 

Furthermore, since the optical model accounts for particle ab-

sorption, Part III shows that a reasonable value is obtained for the 

magnitude of the cross section. The integral of the momentum distri-

bution over all neutron momenta gives the number of neutrons in the 

nucleus.that contribute to the pickup process. The number obtained in 

the present analysis is on the order of all the neutrons in the nucleus, 

or perhaps, all the neutrons in the p shell. This is to be compared 

with the value of Oo06 obtained from the Bdrn approximationo 17 The 

curves that describe these results are fourid in Figo 1. 

The possibility of polarization effects in pickup reactions is 

a unique prediction of a theory, 19 such as the optical model, that 

treats the nuclear scattering and absorption of initial- and final-state 

particles. Cheston has used the optical model to calculate the polar

ization in low~energy stripping reactionsJ 15 and obtains results that 

are in reasonable agreement with experiment.~0 Other less successful 

models that obtain polarization effects in stripping and pickup reactions 

·. 21 . 22 23 24 
have been suggested by Newns and others. ' ' ·· Part IV is devoted 

to a derivation of elastic~scattering wave functions resulting from the 

addition of a spin-orbit potential to the central potential. Like the 

central-potential wave functions developed in Part II, these spin-orbit 

wave functions have forms that permit easy evaluation of the integrals. 

The analysis of the polarization is carried out by using the M matrix 

formalism of Wolfenstein and Ashkin. 25 



The results of the polarization analysis are applied to a specific 

case in Part V. The asymmetry of the outgoing deuterons produced by 

incident polarized protons is calculated, and the results are compared 

with recent experimental data18 in ~ig. 2. 
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I o FORMALISM 

Section 1. Derivation of the Transition-Matrix Element 

In order to obtain information o~ the cross section, energy, spin, 
. . .· ' . ' ~ l . 

etc. of' the deuterons produced from nuclei bombarded with protons, it is ~ 

most convenient to use the scattering f'ormaifsm i~trod~ced by Lippmann 

and Schwinger. 2 This formalism provides a method for obtaining the 

transition-matrix elements which contain the desired information about 

the final-state deuterons in terms of the initial conditions (momentum, 

spin, etc.) on the incoming proton-nucleus system. It is necessary first 

to explicitly define the noninteracting initial and final states in order 

to describe the operations that later lead to the transition matrixo 

Consider an initial state consisting of a proton, whose momentum 

.L. -l>,~ is ·r.ll\. 
0 

in the center-of~mass system~ incident on a nucleus which is 

described by a ~~ve function Here represents the coordinates 

of' the A nuclear particles, and the subscript "0" designates a nucleus 

in its grou..11d state o For clarity of' notation, all spin indices have been 

suppressed for the present. ~ne wave function for the proton-nucleus 

system, 

( 1) 

is the solution of the Schroedinger wave equation, 

(2) 

H0 is the total Hamiltonian for A~l nucleons, and TN and TP are the 

kinetic energy operators for the neutron and proton respectively. The 

neutron to be picked up is bound to the core of A=l nucleons by the 

potential VNo 



The final state, which consists of a free deuteron of momentum 

~ and A-1 nucleons in some nuclear state n, is described by the wave 

fUnction 

( 3) 

which is the solution of 

( 4) 

¢D(~) is the wave function of the bound deuteron, and VNP is the neutron-
-. 

proton potential. The deuteron center-of~mass coordinate R and the 
' < ' 

-f> 

relative coordinate r are related to the neutron and proton coordinates 

by the relation 

-+ 
R = 

(5) 

·-+ 
r = 

The total wave function f which describes the complete inter-

acting proton=nucleus system3 is the solution of the wave equation in-

volving the total Hamiltonian, H~ 

(6) 

The potential Vp of Eq. (6) describes the interaction of the proton 

with the A=l core nucleons. If the tOtal wave fUnction i is expressed 

in terms of the incoming free state of Eq. (1) plus a scattered wave, 

the transition matrix may then be obtained by picking out final states 

of outgoing deuterons from the scattered wave. 

Following Lippmann and Schwinger, we can write the expression 

for the solution'ofEq. (6) corresponding to incoming plane waves and 



J 

o~~going spherical waves: 

1-H ... 
~ cp. = 

l. ' (7) 

.where the notation has been condensed by setting 

(8) 

Now Eqo (7) is not in a suitable form for the application of the elastic 

scattering approximations we wish to makeo We may rewrite Eqo (7) as 

,,$+) = 
'!' cpi VNP cpi v 't't+-) 

p (9) 

and verify that it satisfies Eqs. (2) and (6) by direct substitution. 
I 

The Green's function in Eqo (9) represents outgoing deuterons in which 

the neutron interacts with the core through the potential VN. We can 

.1.~' there
1
fore define a wave function (I} N to describe this, 

H 
q, N = (10) 

where 

(=) v v 
a - NP - N 

1 + 
1 (11) 

Now by expanding (tl+'J ~ VNP - VN)-l of Eqo (9) in the usual way in 

outgoing deuteron states (in which.the neutron interacts with the core), 

we obtain the exact transition=matrix element for the pickup process: 

= + <f)(-> I v I ~-t}) N p 
( 12) 

It should be noted that no approximations have been used inderiving 

Eqo, (12_). This trans.ition amplitude~ however,, is .not a very tractable 
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expression as yet, since only the functional forms of VNP and cp. are 
]. 

reasonably well known. Thus we must make some approximations for 
(-) 

q> N 

VP' and ~+l in order to evaluate Eq. ( 12) ... 

The first approximation concerns VP · and 
8-) . 

1ji • We note that by 

setting VN = VP = 0 in Eq. (12) we are left with only the VNP term in 

Born approximation. This term, however, gives exactly the Chew-Goldberger 

expression (or the Butler expression for the stripping process) • Owing to 

the successes of these theories in explaining the gross features of the 

processes, and because of the physical argument that VNP should represent 

the main interaction for pickup (since the neutron and proton must "see" 

each other in order to form a deuteron), we are led to look for a solution· 

to Eq. (12) that is exact in terms of VNP and approximate with respect 

to Vp and VN. We replace the last term of Eq_. (12) by an expression 

that describes only elastic or coherent scatterings of the proton in the 

nucleus: 

v P I v(-tl ) = IYCPI s-f-11 cpi) (13) CP 

where 

(+) 
1 1 

VCP ( 14) UCP -= + ; 
a(+)- VN - V'CP 

d \ "1-- d n<+l 
an v CP an a&CP are defined to be diagonal with respect to the energy 

of the core. LY CP is a potential describing only elastic proton-nucleus 

interactions, and can be.deduced from multiple scattering theory, or may 

be replaced by the phenomenological optical potential of Fernbach, Serber, 

14 and Taylor. The importance of the neglected inelastic wave contr.ibutions 

in Eq. (13) is discussed in Appendix I. 



Since, in Eq. (14), . :is. diagonal l:lJld represents states 

of all A nucleons, VCP then gives the elastic proton interactions with 

all A nucleons. It might be argued therefore that to make Eq. (13) 
8-) . 

more exact, we should have an additional term VNP w on 1:;he left side, 

. since Vp includes the proton interacti.on with only A-1 nucleons • 

. We can. justify Eq. ( 13) by expanding ~+) and ~eeing that the proton 

.. interacts through VP + VNP _ for all but the last scattering, in which 

VNP is absent (i.e., the neutron does not interact) • If A is large we 

can assume that the omission of the neutron from the A nucleons in the 

last scattering will not affect the elastic description.of the proton 

scattering. Substituting Eq •. (13) into (12}, we obtain the transition 

matrix 

(. (-) I -I ) 
Tfi = q) N VNP cpi .. ( 15) 

We are now in a position to condense Eq. (15) into a more compact 

expression. We note from Eq~~ (2), {4), (8), (10), and (14) the 

relations 

(J-) - v - v ) 
NP N 

rf·,;·> cp = N f 
-i€ q) 

f ' 
(16a) 

( (+) 
a - VN)cpi = i€ cp 

' i 
( 16b) 

:;_;\ 

/-j . . 

( J+) - v - lY . ) rt+)CP cpi = i€ cp. N CP 1. 
( 16c) , 

·-

i€(~(·k .I cri) ~ i€(cpf I cri"> ( 17) 
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Likewise, using (16c) and (16a) in the second term of.Eq. (15), .. w~: obtain 

(18) 

Substituting Eqs. (17) and (18) into (15), we find 

or 

( 
H .,. I (:!-) .) 

Tfi = Q N <p f V NP Q CP <pi (19) 

In Eq. (19) we have omitted .the term involving the fact()r i€ since, 

as we will now ~how, its contribution is zero: 

<+1 1 v 1Y d.P I <p. ) • 
a - VN - . CP --~ 

(20) 

( 
(-H -.l-' )-1 

We expand. a ~ VN = u CP' in a complete set of states: 

"'k > < 'cjik 

Ei - Ek + iE ' 
(21) 

where tk can be vTritten in the form 1jrk = xo<1> cpp(k) because 'l) CP 

requires that ·*k. be diagonal in the energy of the nuclear part of the 

vrave function. When the summation is replaced by an integral, Eq• ( 21) 

becomes 

(22) 
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Substituting Eq. -(22) into Eq. (20), we obtain 

= 

E., the expression on the right vanishes in the limit of € ~ 0 
~ 

because of the fact~' of € in the numerator. For Ek = Ei, there is no 

contribution to the integral from the one point E = E. unless the 
~ 

numerator contains separate delta functions in the neutron and proton 

energy. (See discussion following Eq~ (31))) Since the neutrons change 

from a bound nuclear state to a free state in a deuteron, such a delta 

function is not possible, and the term is asymptotically .zero. Thus 

Eq. (19) holds, and verifies a somewhat different derivation by Francis 

8 
and Watson. 

Our second elastic.;.scattering approximation is to replace l-) 
~ N ' 

( ) H defined by Eq. 10 , by ~ CN' where 

(23) 

describes a wave of deuterons in which the neutron interacts elastically 

with_the core nucleons, and where 

H 
U CN = 1 +. 1 _lJ tCN 

(c) t 
a - VNP - '\J CN 

(24) 

Here and 1J CN are optical-model operators similar to nt+6, 

and V CP' ·discussed_ after Eq. (14). We finally obtain the transition 

matrix, 
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= (25) 

As with the proton wave fUnction7 it is assumed here that the 

incoherent waves in the final-state wave function rj=> 
N 

can be·neglected. 

There are several qualitative arguments to support this. First, the Pauli 

exclusion principle forbids "hard" nucleon=nucleon scatterings in a nucleus 

except for those that leave the particle in unoccupied momentum states 

beyond the Fermi sphere. Consequently, the inelastic collisions·that do 

occur must be associated with large momentum transfers at large scattering 

angles, and can thus be experimentally separated from elastic effects which 

describe the scattering at small angles. Secondly, the experimental fact 

that the pickup process usually leaves the final nucleus in its ground 

state gives a strong argument for neglecting inelastic scatterings. For 

a particle incident on a nucleus in its ground state~ there are many 

chanr1els open for inelastic scatterings to excited states where the den~ 

sity of states is large7 but there are few channels back to the ground 

state. Thus it is improbable that an inelastically scattered particle 

will find its way back to a state of low or zero excita.tion. Finally, 

' one may argue that the inelastic scattering of the outgoing deuteron will 

not'contribute to the pickup cross section, since it tends to break up 

the deuteron. This is because such inelastic effects arise from "hard" 

scatterings of the individual neutron and proton in the deu·teron. Unless 

these two particles scatter coherently in "hard" interactions, the small 

deuteron binding energy should not be expected to keep them together. A 

more rigorous discussion of these arguments is found in Appendix I~ and 

it will be assumed in the rest of this thesis that~ for the purposes of 

describing the pickup reaction7 the elastic .. sca.ttering approximations give 

an adequate and reasonably accurate description of the true scattering. 



Section2. Alternative Derivation-of the Tra.nsition ... Matrix Element 

Although the transition matrix of Eq. ( 25) can now be used to 

obtain the desired inf'ormationabout the_outgoing-deuteron stat(;;s, 

there are, however, two objections that may be raised concerningits 

form: 

(a.) Within the limits of the optical ... model approximations of 

Section 1, Eq. (25) is still not an exact eXpression, owin,g to the 

additional approximation that neglects thelast VNP interaction in 

the scattering of the incoming protoi} from the Artucleons (see discussion 

preceding Eq. (15)); 

(b) the final ... state wave function defined in Eqs. (10) and (23) 

appears rather unsyrnmetric, in that it represents an outgoing deuteron 

in which only the neutron interacts with the residual nucleus. It would 

be desirable, then, to find a new form for the transition matrix which 

requires no approximations beyond the optical-model assumptions, and 

represents the outgoing deuteron state sCi that both the neutron and 

proton interact symmetrically with the residual nucleus. 26 An expression 

that fulfills both of these requirements has been partially developed 

by Gella.Mann and Goldberger,9 but it will be shown to be derivable from 

Eq. ( 12) above. 

W d fi fu t · xt+) - t · · · t e e ne a wave nc 10n represen 1ng an 1ncom1ng pro on 

wave in which the proton interacts with the core only through the 

-· 
potential Vp: 

+ 
1 

V. x<+> -
p 

_1+) 
Here x· is related to-the total wave function .(+_) 

'lj( by the integral 

equation 

(26) 
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ww . = xr;H. + ..,-g;~\ __ ;;,..1 ___ _ 

a - VN ~ VNP - Vp 
V X(+-) 

NP 
(27) 

By substitution of Eq. (27) into Eq. (12), we obtain 

( ,.,H lv 1 v. lxm)·. + w N p """'f.Il NP 
S:" - VN - VNP - Vp 

In a manner a:P..alogous to Eq. (27), we can define 

·t' = 

which reduces Eq. (28) to 

<JJ-l + 
·N 

1 
H 1T v. . v 

a; - VN - NP .. p 

(28) 

(29). 

Tf.f = . ct> I v I X~ + (fl-) I v I xt+~ + (~(=) I v I (j). = -J:-i1) 
... NP N P N NP ~ 

Using Eqs. ( 26) and ( 10), 1-re finally obtain 

which is equal to 

* Equation (31) is the same as Eq. (4.4) of Gell-Mann and Goldberger. 

( 30) 

( 31) 

The first term in Eq. ( 31) gives the transition amplitude for the pickup 

process occurring via the VNP interaction. · The incident proton interacts 

It should be noted that their Eq. (4.4) contains a misprint. In the 

. first term, .,(;+) should read w{~ 0 

e a 
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with all nucleons except the neutron to be picked up, and both the neutron 

and proton in the emerging deuteron interact with the. residual core nucleons. 

The second term of Eq. (31) gives the amplitude for proton scattering 

from the nucleus via the interaction VP withjust the A-1 nucleons of 

the core. This term, therefore, should not. lead to final-state deuterons, 

since the deuteron binding potential VNP does not appear in the final

.1-) • state wave function, X A formal proof that· this term is indeed zero 

has been given by Lippmann, 27 and is obta.ined.below in a manner similar 

to that described after Eq. (19} in Section L We first operate on the 

final state with VP' and then let the results of the operation act on 

the initial state. The second term of Eq~ (31) becomes 

(Xt ... ) I v I cp ) 
p i 

which can then be expanded in terms of $\ 
H0 + TN + Tp + V N -+ V p , to give 

the eigenfunctions of 

¢k(¢]{ I vp I cpi) 

E. ..; E + i€ 
i k . 

Because of the i€ factor, the above expression is asymptotically zero 

unless E1 = Ek. However, the contribution to the integral from the one 

point Ei = Ek will be vanishingly small unless the integrand contains 

a delta function in energy at this point. Because the initial and the 

final states of the neutron and proton are independent and uncoupled, 

their wave functions may be separately factored.. Thus any delta function 

of the energy must be of the form e(ENi · - ENk) 5(Epi - Epk) • 

Therefore the second term of Eq. (3l):vanishes asymptotically for our 

case in which the neutron changes from a bound state to an unbound 



state, since a de,lta function on the neutron energy cannot appear. We 

final;ty obtain 

.. (32) 

We may now make our optical-model approximations (see the discussion 

following Eq. ( 14)): 

xfA ':::::! X~) 
cpi + 

1. VCP x~c (33) \+} c a "" VN 

and 

' ~-) H 1 
(lJtCP · + "\) t CN)cpf '=:::! 'If c cpf + 

.. l)'t _ljt ' H V a .. N CP·CN 

( 34) 

which yield our desired symmetric expression, 

< ~-> I v I '*+> ) 
C NP C ( 35) 

The differences be~ween Eq. (25) and Eq. (35) are now apparent. 

The initial state of the former describes a wave of incoming protons 

interacting with all A nucleons of the initial nucleus, while the latter 

represents interactions with only the A-1 nucleons of the core. But, 

to compensate for this difference, the final-state wave function of 

Eq. (25) has only neutron interactions, whereas the corresponding wave 

function of Eq. (35) has both neutron and proton interactions. Therefore 

some of the proton interactions that seem to be missing in the initial 

state of Eq. ( 35) are included in its final state. Thus it is evident 
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that within the optical-model approximati~ms Eq •• ( 35) is more exact and 

more aesthetically appealing than ~q. (25). 

On the other hand3 for practical reasons, Eq. (25) may in many 

,cases offer a more suitable form for nl.lmerical calculations. This is 

.true in the present case since it is desired to compare the optical-
. . . . ~ . ll 

noiel theory with experimental results for the reaction C (p,d) C • 
12 . . . 

The optical parameters for p .. c scattering are certainly known better 

than those for p•C11, which would have to be used in evaluating Eq. {35). 

Likewise, if one makes a final~state approximation that the deuteron 

propagates as a single coherent particle, the optical parameter lJ CN 

used in (25) is much better known than 1J CD' the deuteron optical 

potential, which would be required in (35). These arguments for the 

use of single-nucleon potentials are even.more important when the 

potentials include spin.;.;orbit effects. 

One would then conclude that Eq. (35) is formally a more desir-

able form for the transition ~litude, but practical necessities may 

often :favor the use of Eq. (25). 



•.·. II. EVALUATION OF THE: M.A.TRIX ElEMENT 

,., FOR CENTRAL POTENTIAL INTERACTIONS 

Section 1. Derivation of Optical-Model Wave Functions 

It was stated in the Introduction that two major problems arise 

in the attempt to accurately describe initial- and final-state scatter-

ing processes for a rearrangement collision such as the.pickup process. 

The first task, which is that of finding an adequate formal approximation 

to the exact scattering, has been taken care of in Part I with the intro-

duction of elastic-scattering wave functions~ The problem that remains 

is to find manageable forms of these wave functions so that the required 

integrations may be performed without excessive difficulty. In this 

section some explicit forms for the wave functions and 

are derived. 

We have seen from Eq. (14) of Part I that 
(t) 

Q CP ~i satisfies 

an equation 

) 
{+) 

-. E i Q CP q> i ·- 0 ( 1) 

Separating the nuclear and proton coordinates as in Eq. (1) of Part I, 

we obtain an equation for the proton wave function, 

where .. 

and 

Qft)CP mi . - X (-+ ) ,,, . (-+ ) 
'f' i TA "o rp 

= 

x2 ·2 
·u k O 

2m 

= ·o 
' 

(2) 

( 3) 



Now we can change Eq. (2) into a one~dimensional problem, and obtain a 

solution for w0(;p) _ in _a closed-fbll11 WKB approximation. 28 Equation (2) "' 

becomes · 

0 ' ( 4) 

which has as its first~order WKB solution, 

Yo{x)- .• exp { .. ~ f j ?Jn [~o - V CP{xl dx} 0 

(5) 

We make the substitutions, 

j2m Ep 
0 

( 6) 

' 

where 

2 n 
1

(x) = ( 7) 

defines the index of refraction in the nuclear medium. Equation (5) 

becomes 

y0{x)- exp { ik0 f · n1 {x)dx } {8) 

To find the three-dimensional form of 'l!r(~P)' we need to assume 

some distribution and shape for lJ CP(-;P). If we assume, for instance, 

a square well for a cylindrically shaped nucleus, then we may write, 

for 11 
- 0 ' 

for x < =Ro and x > R0 ; lJ CP(x) = o and n1 (x) = 1. 

These conditions allow us to integrate E_q. (8) to obtain 
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= 

= 

which is a very simple closed ~orm ~or the wave ~unction in the region 

inside the nucleus. However, calcuLations that used such a cylindrical 

nucleus gave an angular distribution that was strongly peaked in the 

~orward direction, in contrast to the broader angular distribution obtain• 

* ed ~rom an exact numerical integration ~or a spherical nucleus. Except 

~or order~o~-magnitude calculations, there~ore, the use o~ Eq. (8) 

should be restricted to the case o~ a spherical nucleus, ~or which we 

may write 

~or r < Ro ; 1J CP(i!) = '\Yo ' 
and nl (;;) = nl 

(9) .... 
~or r > Ro ; l)' CP(;;) = 0 ' and n.1 (r) = 1 

' 
which, ~or an incoming wave parallel to the x axis, becomes 

* 

- jR2. - 2 . 2 e ~ ~\ 

< . n1 (x) 1 
;' •, 

X r s~n = . 0_ 

(9a) 

> -JR2 2 . 2 e n
1
(x) % ~ r s~n 

' nl . 0 '· ... 

This may be easily seen by considering the scattering a.mptitude in 

Born approximation ~or a square~well potential. For the well-known 
28 jl (6kRO) 

spherical case, we have ~(e)""-' &B. , which has its ~irst 
0 

zero a~ &R0 ~ 4.5. With a cy1indri;al shape, f(e),...., j 0(6kR0 ) where 

the ~irst zero occurs at &R0 = 1{, and gives, therefore, a larger 

~orward peak. 
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Substituting x = r cos 8
7 

we can evaluate Eq. (8) to obtain 

{ ik0 

- jR2 - r2 . 26 r cos e 

0 J 
s~n 

to(;) = exp dx + in1k0 dx 

2 ' 2 2 R 0 - r sin e 

or 

l *o(~) { -- i(n1 - l)k0 
jR2 2 . 2 e (10) .... exp ·in k ·r + - r s~n 1 0 0 

We note first that Eq. (10) obtains the classical result for a particle 

following a trajectory thropgh a spherical region that is characterized 

by an index of refraction n. The fact that the classical expression 

is obtained is not surprising, since we have used the WKB solution of 

zero order in ~. Secondly, we see that Eq. (10) is more difficult to 

handle than the corresponding solution for a cylindrical nucleus. But 

by use of the approximation r
2 

sin2 e <'< R2
0, we arrive at an easily 

integrable expression, 

v0 (i!') = exp { i(n1 - 1)k0 R0 + i n1 iki! } (11) 

which has the same form as the scattering wave functions of Hart and 

} 

Montroll/9 if one neglects the internal reflected wave. For nk 0.10, 

one obtains results from Eq. (11) that.compare favorably to more exact 

numerical calculations_th~t use Eq. (10). For larger values of n, 

Eq. ( 10) may be approximated by 

vom = exp {in1k0 .;_ + i(n1 Jo)k0 [ R0 - r( 1 " I cos e I l]} , 
(12) 
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~\ : . 

. which is, however, a less manageable function than that of Eq. ( 11). 

In the outside region, r > R
0

, the wave function is merely 

The small contr~bution of the transmitted wave has been 

neglected here. 

We now turn to the problem of obtaining a form for the final-

state wave function of Eq. (25). From Eq. (24) of Part I, we write the 

wave equation f'or rr~ cpf ' specifying the coordinates explicitly, 

( 13) 

and ~ is the ·magnitude of the deuteron 

binding energy. In order to solve Eq. (13), we assume R > > r, s~ 

that we have 

= (14) 

This means that we approximate the de~teron as behaving like a single 

coherent particle in the nucleus, or, more exactly, we assume that the 

average neutron~proton separation in the deuteron is small compared with 

the nuclear dimensions. A justification for this can be found in 

Appendix II. 

Following our method for the proton wave function, we separate 

the nuclear and deuteron coordinates and obtain 
. . . 

2 .. 2 . 

( = tm if R(lf) - ! if r(;) + U' t CN(R) + VNP(~) ~ Eif)¢D(i~')i-.l(~). = 0 • 

( 15) 



We can fUrther simplifY Eq. (15) by subtracting 

(16) 

the equation for the bound state of the deuteron. We. are left with 

( 17) 

which can be solved by the WKB method outlined above. How~ver, the form 

will not be quite the same as the result in Eq. (10), since· ~t~ cpf 

or i~ is a solution that is asymptotic to outgoing plane waves at 

infinity and to incoming spherical waves. 2 Therefore, its magnitude 

must be normalized to unity as it leaves the nucleus (r = R0, cos e > 0), 

. just as the magnitude of the incoming wave of Eq. (10) is unity as it 

enters the nucleus (r = R0 , cos e < 0). For a spherically symmetric 

square-well potential, we find 

-,t-~(R) ~ exp { in
1 

2 K·ii - i(n '2 - l}K /R
2

0 - R
2 

sin
2 

8 } (18} 

where 

(n'2)2 1 -
vtCN 

E ' D 
( 19) 

and 

ED 
112 If 

= 4M (20) 

The approximations of Eqs. (11) and (12) may then be applied to Eq. (18) 

in order to obtain an easily integrable expression for the outgoing 

deuteron wave function. 

It should be pointed out that, in;the limit of small n, wave 

functions of the form of Eq. (11) can be handled with no more difficulty 

than the plane waves of the Born approximation. 
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Section 2. Evaluation of the Cross Section 

The wave functions of the preceding section.may now be substituted 

into Eq. (25) of Part I to find the transition amPlitude, · Tfi' for the 

pickup process. The differential cross section is 

2 

i (21) 

The factor of 3/4 is due _to spin statistics, and ~he sum is over all 

.. final states~ The sum can be written 

or 

= E 
f 

= J a-;'N a_;P ¢*D(-;)J-)*O(R)VNP(;;)Xi (-;A-l';N)vH-~(~p) 1
2 

(22) 

We need next to evaluate the integral~ 

(23) 

2 
f -!>' ( -f> 1.1 _2 ( -!> By allowir~ VNP,r; to operate on ¢D, r), we obtain ( D1 V' - Bo)¢D r), ,_ . . 

in accordance withE~, (16). TlQerefor~ we denote 

(24) 

and define its Fourier transform: 

(25) 

Using Eqs. (25) and (18), we have 



I 

/ 

\ 

(26) 

In Eq. (26) we h~ve used the form of vl-~(R) inside the nuclear region 

where the potential 1J CN(];N) ,.:;._ U CN(R) is effective. Contributions to 

the rN integral from the exterior region should be small, since the 
.... - . 

Xi ( -rA~l' rN) of the initial nucleus falls to zero rapidly wave function 

at (see Appendix II). At lower energies, where there is 

strong absorption in the nuclear medium, the contributions from the tail 
. . 6 

of the nuclear wave function probably could not be neglected. 

The integration over rN now gives t~e partial Fourier transform 

of the initial wave function. After squaring and performing the inte-

gration over the TA-l coordinates of the core nucleons, we obtain the 

distribution of our initial-state neutrons in momentum space: 

(27) 

We now assume that we may use just the square root of this neutron mo-

mentum density distribution; 

set 

Eq. (22) becomes 

(.-f>) -+ N n, in our.integral over k. 

= 

= 
2 

I M I 

When we 

(27a) 

(28) 
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where 
. . . . . -·-. -+. 

-+ I* K -+ 

M = e 
'* i(n 2 i(k- n -) ·r 

e 2 2 P 'lrt.t-) (; . ) 
0 p 

(29) 

integration, usinp Eq. ( 11) for rp < R
0 

, 

rp > R0 . Thus, we finally obtain our ex-

' 
pression for the matrix element: 

M= 

'* i(n -2 
e 

' -+ 

dk-~> rt.*( ... k) (-+ '* K) 
'f1 <Pk+n 22 

+ 

( 30) 

It should be,pointed out here that Eq. (30) reduces to the Born-

approximation.expression of .the Chew.;.Goldberger theory for n1 = n2 = 1. 

Since the incoming proton would then -be represented by a plane wave, 

the integral over rp would give a delta function, 

which permits immediate evaluation of the integral. 

-+ 
-+ K -+ 

6(k = - + k ) ' 2 0 

One may·gain some physical insight .into the pickup problem, and, 

in fact, into the optical-model approach, from Eq. (30).- If' there were 

no optical potentials, i.e., n1 = n2 ,= 1, the resulting delta function· 
.... 

would require that, at the instant of pickup, the relative momentum k 



-t> 
K -+ 

be equal to 2 - k0 • However, if the proton is allowed to inter~ct with 

the core, the delta function is no longer present, but is replaced by 

some distribution function (in brackets, above) tor k in terms of k
0 ... ... 

and K. Thus at the moment of pickup, k may have values different from ... 
K -+ 

2 - k0 , which results in a broadening of the theoretical angular dis-

tribution for outgoing deuterons. This point is discussed further in 

Part III. 

Since some effort has been spent to obtain integrable wave 

functions for use in the matTix element, it would obviously be desirable 

to continue further and use analytic expressions in Eq. (30) that·allow 

its solution in closed form. To accomplish this, we assume first that· 

<I> has a Gaussian form, 

... 
-+ '* K <I>(k + n 2 2) = [ . ..:.;,.· '* "K 2 ] . 

C exp . -c(k + n 
2 

'2 ) . 

If we wish to account for nuclear recoil, Eq. ( 31) becomes 

where 

A""l q=-·-; 
A 

A+l 
p=y 

( 31) 

(3la) 

(3lb) 

The factor containing· the deuteron wave :f'un.ction may be obtained 

from Eqs. (24) and (25). 
/ 

We assume a Hulthen deuteron wave function, 

-ar e 
r 

-f3r e 

where ·a2 -· 
"fl.2 

' and we have.chosen .f3 

little algebra, we find · 

' 
( 32) 

Th~n after a 



'· 

(33) 

(34) 

For ease of' integration, the functional dependence of Eq. { 34) can be 

accurately expressed as a sum of Gaussians. In fact, we have 

1' 

( 35) 

· Finally, the integrations over rp give spherical Bessel functions, 

which also may be approximated by a sum of Gaussian functions. The 

first-order spherical Bessel function may be written 

-x 
1 [ -0.111 x2 

e -3 

r 2 . . 2J.., 
0 . 121 e-0.290(x ... 5.20) + 0 .038 e-0.46o(x- 9.00) , 

(36) 

which is accurate to x ·~ 10 .. It turns out that at the energies under 

consideration, j 1(x~x is required only for values of' x less than 3; 

therefore the first term o~ Eq. (36) is sufficiently accurate. 

The integral of' Eq. ( 30) now becomes very simple if' we substitute 

the approximations of Eqs. (31) through (36). _Our matrix element will 

be the sum of' several integrals of' the form 

-~>2 :t 

J 
2 1 :+ I* ~) . ( I* K ....,. --~> ) 2 

....,. -bk - C\qk - pn 2 2 - an 2 2 - k - n1 k0 - dk e 

(37) 



which can quickly be reduced to a constant factor times an integral: 

' 

where the vector Gt is a linear combination of the incoming proton mo-
... ... 

.. mentum k0 and the outgoing deuteron momentum K. The actual values of 

~ and d in Eq. (37) depend on the parameters a, b, and c for the 

particular Gaussian considered. Then Eq. (37a) gives the form for each 

·of the·se Gaussian terms which, ¥rhen summed, constitute the solution of 
( 

'-

. Eq. (30}. Finally, Eqs. (28) and (21) allow the calculation of the 

differential cross section. 

It is of course realized that other methods of integrating 

Eq. (30) give results that are at least as accurate as the method 

described above. However, the use of Gaussian functions is particularly 

helpful in evalua·ting the polarization in Part IV. 
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III. COMPARISON OF THE CENTRAL POTENTIAL THEORY WITH EXPERIMENT 

Measurements of the deuteron-pickup cross section have been 
17 18 . . . 

reported by Selove and by Cooper, who have obtained angular dis-

triputiOI1~ for the process c12 (p,d)c11, at 95~a.n.d 145 Mev respectively. 

The results of the optical-model analysis are obtainem by using the param= 

eters listed in Table I, and the r~sulting angular distributions are 

shown in Fig. 1. · The values of the nucleon optical potentials are taken 

from Glassgold.30 

Table I· 

12 11 Optical=model parameters for the process C (p,d)C • 

l)CP LYcN no* ..,13 
Ela.b nl n2 = 2 

H
0 

xlO era 

(Mev) (Mev) (Mev) 

.. 

95 =25 "" 15i =30 .. 151 1.130 +0.0751 1.175 +0.09Ti 
' 

?}.4-

11~5 =15 .. 15i =20 - 15i loll + O.llli l.o35 + o.o604i 3.4-

It should be noticed from Eq. (19) of Part II that n 6*2 = n2 . if 1JI CN 

is in the form shown in Table I abovep i.e., ~ real ~d an imaginary 

part. This follows from the fact that n' 2 was obtained from l)tCN" 

Thus if n' 2 is merely the complex conjugate of n2, then n'*2 is equal 

to n2 • 

To obtain the results shown in Fig. 1, the nuclear radius was 

chosen to be approximately 1~5 A~3 x 10=13 em, and the nuclear momentum 

distribution of the initial neutron state was of the form exp ( -E/E0 ) 

Eo 
(Me 

20 

20 

v) 
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10 

1.0 

0.1 
.,.,. .... ------. , --- ....... ,, 
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...... ..... 
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0 
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..... 
..... 

95 Mev 
145 Mev 

• 

' ' -' 
' 

0 

.01~----~----~----~~--~~--~~--~~--~ 
I 0° 20° 30° 40° 50° 60° 70° 

Center of mass angle 

MU-15644 

Fig. 1. The experimental and theoretical differential cross section 

for pickup at 95 and 145 Mev. The curve shown in dashes gives 

the approximate contribution~ to pickup_from inelastic 

scatter:i.ngs (see Ap:[)endix I). 
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(see Eq._ ( 31) in Part II). Table I shows that the fit at both energies 

was obtained with -E0 = 20 Mev, which is in general agreement with the 

,scattering results of Wilcox and Moyer) 3l and Cla.dis, Hess~ and Moyer. 32 

Selove reported that in order to fit the Born approximation (Chew~Goldberger) 

theory to the results of his pickup experiments, he required high~momentum 

components in the nucleon momentum distribution, which had the form 

These higl1-momentum components 

(E0 = 50 Mev) were needed to reproduce the observed wide-angle distribution 

of deuterons. In the Born-approximation theory, the deuteron momentum 

is just the sum of.the incident proton momentum and the bound-state 

_neutron momentum. In order to observe deuterons at appreciably large 

angles, therefore, one must have a nucleus that contains neutrons whose 

energy is about as large as the incident proton energy. 

Such energetic neutrons are not required in the theory presented 

here, since the wi&e=angle distribution of deuterons can be obtained by 

allowing the incident and final particles to scatter in the nuclear 

field. For example, an incident proton may have scattered through a 

considerable angle ~ri th respect to the initial 
~ 

k0 direction before it 

encounters the neutron. Consequently; after the pickup of a low~energy 

neutron from inside the nucleus;, a deuteron may emerge at an even larger 

angle. By further allowing this deuteron to scatter while leaving the 

nucleus, one can obtain very broad angular distributions. 

If one integrates the neutron momentum~density distribution . ' 

over all momentum space, he obtains the number of neutrons that are 

effective in the pickup reaction. This number depends on the value of 



the constant C in Eq. ( 31) of Part II, where C is usually chosen so 
~ - ' . . . 

that the magnitude of the theoretical cross section fits the experimental 

results. In the fit to the experimental data shoWn in Fig. 1, seven 

neutrons were required at 95 Mev, and. four neutrons at i45 Mev. 
, .. 

These 
. . . . - . ~ 

results, which approximately account for the six neutrons in C , are 

in striking contrast to the 0.061 neutron obtained by Selove, and the 

0.76 neutron obtained by Chew and Goldberger in their Born-approximation 

analyses. The reason for the large differences is of course due to the 

inclusion of absorption effects in- the optical-model theory. 

It should now be quite ~pparent that the neglect of the initia~-

and final-state scattering contributions to the matrix element is not .. . . ' 

justified at these energies, if one is interested in finding_accurate 

information concerning the details of nuclear structure. As one can see 

from the above discussion, the numerical results are often misleading. 

However, it should b~ pointed out that the Born approximation does 

predict the gross features of the pickup process and gives reasonable 

angular distributions at small angles. 

The different neutron numbers, four and seven,- in the optical 

analysis are due to strong interference effects arising from the use of 

a square-well potential for the Vp and VN interactions.. It is believed 

that by utilizing a smother potential, such as the Saxon potential, one 

could-fit both the 95- and 145~Mev data with a single neutron number 

between four and six. In order to find a more exact number. that would 
.. 

indicate whether pickup came from the four p-state neutrons or all six 

neutrons, one would have to use more exact wave functions than those 
. . 

described in Eq. (11) of Part II. It would undoubtedly be necessary to 

.• 

• 
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' use wave functions of the form of Eq. (10), Part II, and (or) higher 

orders in WKB approximation. In either case, a numerical integration 

of the matrix element would be inevitable. 

Figure 1 shows that the theory reproduces some of the observed 

dip in the cross section at 20°. The failure to match this dip exactly 

is not an intrinsic fault of the theor-y, but is a.noth~r consequence of~ 

the large interference cancellations that decrease the magnitude-of the 
' 

very~low~a.ngle cross section (below 20°) (see discussion above) • 
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IV.' EVAWATION OF THE MATRIX ElEMENT .... ~' 

WITH SPIN-ORBIT POTENTIAIS. INCLUDED 

Section 1. Derivation of Spin-Orbit. Optical ... Model, Wave-Functions 

. .. It is not necessary to change the general formalism of Part I in 

order to obtain information about the spin of:the outgoing.deuteron or 

about the spin effects in the differential cross section for the pickup 

reaction •. One need only assume a spin dependence as well as the 

spatial dependence for the operators and wave functions used in the 

derivation of Eqs. (25) and (35), and then apply the results of polari-

zation formalism to extract the_ desired information. It can be seen 

from these two equations that spin effects in the pickup reaction may 

arise in three principal ways: 

(a) The initial~state proton may become partially polarized 

while scattering from the-nuclear potential VP. 

(b) The main pickup interaction VNP is a two-body spin-dependent 

potential, and may affec·t the spin orientation of the neutron and proton. 

(c) The final-state deuteron may become partially polarized while 

scattering in the residual nucleus. 

In regard to the second point above, Dalitz has shown that two 

spin effects of the VNP interaction c~n be ~eglected in Born-approximation 

treatments of the stripping (or pickup) reactions. 19 The first effect, 

that of producing tensor forces in the deuteron, is small, and the 

resulting D-state deuterons contribute a negligible a.n'lount to the cross 

sections via the VNP interaction. The .second effect of VNP' that of 

causing deuteron polarization, is zero. This is because the proton 

spin is coupled only to the neutron spin, and polarization erfects in 

the outgoing deuteron could occur only if there were a preferred 

.. 
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direction for the spin of the neutron in the ;initial nucleus, w}li.ch is 

no:t the. case. Thus the Born .... approximation theorie~? must predict zero 

polarization for pickup deuterons. However, if one in addition CO!lSiders 

the possibility of final-state deuteron absorption, he finds polarization 

effects from the VNP interaction. But such effects, co~sidered by 

24 Malenka, are small and lead to polarizations whose maximum possible 

value is 1/3· · 

All polarization effects of the VNP potential are neglected in 

the discussion that follows, as well as any spin-flip terms. It is 

therefore assumed that only the polarization from nuclear scattering is 

of major importance (points (a) and·(c) above). 

The·polarization arising :from nucleon-nucleus interactions can 

be ascribed to the presence of a spin~orbit term in each of the potentials 

~ CP and VCN' which appear in the wave functions of Eqs. ( 25) and 

· ( 35). Thus the desired description of any spin effects in the pickup 

reaction can be obtained by modifying the optical=model wave functions 

·of Section I, Part II, to include these spin~orbit terms. Such modifi-

cations are carried out in this section. 

We may generalize Eq. (2) of Part II to read 

0 ' ( 1) 

II ~-+ -+ 
where u... CP cp • .ep is the spin-orbit potential, a gives th~ proton 

spin direction, and ~ is the proton spin function. For LlcP(;p) 

we use the notation of Fernbach, Heckrotte, and Lepore,33 

2 ) 

= !l~ ~ :r p (;) ' 
(2) 
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• .~ . • ·. ' •, • . . ,; t . •j ' 

solution of Eq. (1) can be obtained. by considering the twO-diiherislonal 

problem for waves moving parallel to the ~-- a~d's. Then we have 
';': 

[

fl.2_,.d2 
-- ( -2 

2m dx 

d2. 
+ -. 2) 

dy 
+ 11 ci,(y) r,.y ~ tx - EP

0
] ;,(x, y) = 

( 3) 

0 . 

The spin-orbit potential, U CP' is a function- of· the coordinate per

pendicular-to the motion of the particle. 34 Altho~gh this two-dimensional 

model is a rather ~rude approximation, we may justify its validity by 

using it to solve the nucleon-nucleus scattering problem in Born 'approx~ 

imation. The resulting polarization is of the same form as the usual 

solution in spherical coordinates. In any case, the rigorous .test for 

a solution of Eq. ( 3) is to see that it satisfies Eq. (1). 

For a square-well density distribution, .the spin-orbit-potential 

becomes a delta function, 

( 4) 

Now, by assuming v(x, y) separable into ~.(x) Y(y), and anticipating 

that the approximate solution of X(x) willbe our WKB solutio~, v0(x), 

of Eq. (11), Part II, we can obtain Y(y) in a straightforward manner 

with tne help of Eq. · ( 4). · We find, after changing back to spherical 

coordinates~ 

(5) 



... 

and 

_(5a) 

where a is a constant and e(r - R
0

) is a step function: 

e(r ~ R
0

) = 1 ; 

(6) 

In general we could replace the step function by a nuclear-density 

function p(r) to obtain 

-+ 
v(r) = (5b) 

The fo~ of Eq. (5b) is made physically reasonable by considering Fermi's 
. ~ ' 

arguments.35 Upon entering the nucleus~ the particle feels two potentials: 

the central potential~ which acts everywhere inside the nu.cleus and which 
I ' 

changes the local wave number of the particle in accordance with the 

approximate WKB solution, and the spin~orbit potential, which acts only 

at the nuclear surface. Incoming particles feel a "kick" fromthis latter 

potential only while traversing the nuclear boundary, and they are not 

affected inside the boundary. If there is significant absorption of 

these particles in the nuclear medium, the "kick" they receive on their 

way out of the nucleus can be neglected in a first approximation. The 

step ;function or the density function of Eqs. (5) mathematically describes 

' 
the physiGal arguments above. 

To check the validity of Eq. (5b)~ and to find the exact value 

of the const.ant a , we substitute -the. wave functions of Eq. (5b) into 

Eq. ( 1), and subtract Eq. ( 2) of Part II for the central potential. 



These steps leave us with 

+ yp (r)a. 1 + o:· p(r)a.£ I -1> 1 [ ~ ~] = 0 
' 

where we have used the general density'fu.nction p(r) rather than the 

specific step function, ahd 

' (8) 

Carrying out the indicated operations of Eq. {7) in spherical coord-

inates, we obtain the relation 

2m +--
.n2 0 ' 

(9) 

where it has been assumed only that p(r) falls to zero in a distance 

2E where E << R0, and p(R0 ) = ~ p(O) •. If we average the quantities 

of Eq. (9) over the falloff distance, i.e., from R0 - E . to R0 + E , 

the first term is approximately zero. Then we are left with an equation 

"that can be solved for a: 

(10) 

In the limit of small k0 R0 .· the secorid term of the denominator may of 

·. course be neglected. For larger ·k
0 

R0 . it ':still· may be neglected, since 

the main spin-orbit contributions arise in ·the region where e is on 

.. 
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Therefore, from Eqs. (2) and (8), we obtain 

2m r 
~ 4 

2 
InJ..La 

:::: '2 ...n3 
( 11) 

We may use Eq. (11) of Part.II to obtain the approximate solution of Eq. (1) 

· for a square-well potential: 

(12) 

For further verification of our spin-orbit wave functions, one may use 

them to solve the polarization from the elastic scattering of nucleons 

by nuclei. The results, which can be obtained in closed form, are in 

excellent agreement with experiment and with longer, more exact theoret

ical calculations.33 
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Section 2. Derivation of the Spin Matrix 

The transition matrix of Eq. (25) in Part I describes the amplitude 

of the scattered wave in terms of the incoming wave. If the wave :func-

tions have a spin dependence, then the transition matrix also specifies 

the amplitude of the outgoing spin in terms of the incoming spin state, 

~· From invariance arguments, :i:t can be shown25 that :for two spin-1/2 

particles and (we assume) a spin-zero nucleusJl the ~ost general :form of 

a matrix M is 

where 

-!> -+ 
M = A + B a •n p ( 13) 

( 14) 

is a_ vector normal to the plane of scattering. For our purposes; the 

higher-order terms in Eq. ( 13) that involve products of' ap and· aN 

have been neglected to a first approximation, since in our elastic wave 

functions, the coefficients of op and aN are small. 

If we now insert the spin=orbit wave functions of Eq. (12) for 

both the initial and final states of the tran~ition matrix (Eq. (25), 

Part I), we ca.n evaluate the functions A, B, and C, which are used in 

the next section to find the polarization. The term in both wave 

functions that does not involve the spin leads to the matrix element 

of Eq. (29), Part II, and we designate it A(e). To evaluate B(e), 
f 

we use the spin=dependent part of the proton wave :function, and the 

spin-independent part of' the deuteron wave :function. 'rhen we have 
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... ,···· 

• 
4 

~ 
~ K -+ 

i(k- n -}·r ... 22 p 
. drp e 

' . . ' 

(15) 

The integra1·over rp is 

( 16) 

We set 

(r7) 

and.find 

(17a) 

Then Eq. (16) becomes· 

• 

( 18) 

' 
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... 
-+ -+ K -+ . -+ _., 

where K = k - n2 2 · + n1 k0 . The term in Eq. ( 18) involving k
0 

x k
0 ... - ' is of course zero. The : k,0 x K' term may be t8ken. out as a factor 

:· . ..,.. 
multiplying the dk integration, which may be carried out 'by the method 

. -+ -+ . 
of Part II. However, the term involving _k0 x k must remain in the 

' ' ' -integrand of the integral over k.~ This integral will have a form similar 

... 
to Eq. (37a) of Part II, except for an additional fac'tor of k: 

To obtain Eq. (19) we have ~de a Gaussian approximation for 

similar to Eq. ( 36) of Part !L By setting 

where 

we obtain 

F(k) 

6t 
= d 

= 

- -+ 

( 19) 

(20) 

(20a) 

( 21) 

where is some linear combination of K and k0 as explained in 

Part II. Thus ·the proton-spin te'rm Of Eq. (15) can be obtained from . ; . / . 

Eqs. ( 16) through (21) •· To·· obtain .·thii :n.eutron~~pin term, . c( e), we use 

the spin-dependent part of the outgoing wave function, and the spin-

independent part of the proton wave function. The calculation is similar 
• . ! • 
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to that of B(e), except that, instead of the step-function distribution 
... 

in -t;he rp integration of Eq. (18), we have the, product of a Gaussian 
... 

distribution and a step function for the rN integrand. (.This arises 

from the use of a Gaussian form for the neutron-momentum distribution.) 

If the Gaussian falls to zero at rN = R0 (see Appendix II), then the 

product leaves us with just the Gaussian. Therefore instead of Eq. (17) 

we have 

C' e (22) 

and find 

(23a) 

Referring to Eq. ( 26) of Part II, we see that the aN matrix 

element is 

_,. 
-+ K _,. 

i(k- n -) •r 2 2 p 
e 

(24) 

In Eq. (24), the operator ~ operates on both the exponential and the 

neutron wave function Xi C:tA-l' -;N). However, this operator conmrutes 

with Xi , if Xi has the Gaussian form of Eq. (23). (Operating on 

.... ld-+ - ~ ) the Gaussian with rN x·~N drN rN gives rN x rN = 0. Using Eqs. ( 22) 

and (24), one finds 
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(25) 

-+ -+ ..... -+ 
The K x K term is zero, and the K x k term.is handled in exactly the 

I 

same way as described in :Eqs.· '(l9) through (21). · Therefore the neutron-

spin term is obtained from Eqs~ (22fthrough (25). The product functions 

of crN and crp have been calculated, and their coefficients were found 

to be on the order of 1/100 the magnitude o:;f. B( e) • Thus we may 

justifiably assume the spin .matrix to. have the· form of Eq. ( 13). 
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Section 3. Analysis of the Polarization 

In the evaluation of the polarization of deuterons frcim-the pickup 

reaction it is' convenient to use the M-matrix notation of Wolfenstein 

and Ashkin. 25 Specific applications of this formalism to deuteron prob

lems.have been investigated by Lakin36 a~d by Stapp. 37 However, since 

the tensor terms in the deuteron formalism turn out to be small for the 

pickup reaction, it is simpler for the purposes here to consider just 

the formalism for two spin-1/2 particles, and assume that the nucleus 

(or core) has zero spin. At the end, the desired deuteron states can be 

obtained by use of a projection operator. 

We begin by developing a method to find the polarization states 

of outgoing particles in terms of the initial polarization state. Follow-

ing Wolfenstein and Ashkin, the density matrix for a mixture of states 

is 

pat3 = a at 
a t3 ' 

(26) 

where is a four-component column vector representing the spin states 

of the two particles, and aa:t is its adjoint row vector. We next 

introduce sixteen Hermitian operators in the spin space, gi-l that form ' . 

a complete set, i.e., 

(27) 

The sl-l are 4 x 4 matrices that may be combined from products of the 

unit matrix and the Pauli spin matrices: 

(28) 

where i and j each take on the three values x, y, and z, and we 



designate the spin states of the :neutron and proton separately. The 

average value of any spin operator. sJ..1, ... is given bY: • 

< S > Tr(p) = Tr(p S) · • 

Since p is a 4 x 4 matrix, it must be linearly expressible in the 

sixteen base matrices SJ..l , or, using Eq. ( 29), 

p l ( )" It II = ~ T~ P R <·s~ > s~ 

(29) 

( 30) 

The matrix that transforms the initial sp:i..n state into the final state 

is M: 

a .. 
a 

For spinless particles, M is just the usual scattering amplitude 

(Eq. (29), Part II), but in general·M is a linear combination of the 

( 31) 

sixteen base matrices. The form we use in ou~ particular case will be 

seen presently. From Eqs~ (31) and {26) we find an expression for the 

final density matrix, 

p = 
f 

M p. Mt .• 
~ " 

Using Eqs. ( 26) through ( 32), we find the desired relation for the 

averages < sJ..l > of the final states in .terms of the < sJ..l > for 
f i 

the initial state 

where 
' Ti(pf) 

I'· = Tr(p.) 
~ 

is the differential · ~ro~s section:· 

( 32) 

(33) 

(34) 
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To clarify the form of these matrices, we may define the a's 

al 

a2 
a = ' a3 

a4 

where 

al = 1; proton spin up, neutron spin up; 

; a2 = 1; proton spin up, neutron spin down; 
( 35) 

a3 = 1; proton spin down, neutron spin up; 

a4 = 1; proton spin down, neutron spin down. 

If the z axis is defined to be along the normal to the plane of scattering, 

the M matrix of Eq. (13) becomes 

M = A(e) ·~ ~ + B(e)oP ~· + c(e) ~ aN , 
z z 

( 36) 

or, using the definition of Eqs. (35), 

1 0 1 0 1 

M = A(e) 1 + B(e) 1 + c(e) -1 

1 -1 1 

0 1 0 -1 o· 

(37) 

Now we are in a position to investigate special cases of Eq. (33). 

For· the .pickup process, there are only four , < S,; >. different from 
~ 

zero, since the neutron to be picked up· is unpolarized and can therefore 

be represented by the unit matrix. One case of interest is the 

0 

-1 



polarization of deuterons produced by'the -~cattefing 6f uripolarized 

protons. For this case, all the < S~>. vanish except the unit matrix, 
1 

and Eq. (33) becomes 

< g!l > I . f 

The second interesting case is to find the asymmetry of deuterons 

( 38) 

resulting from the scattering of initially polarized protons. Here we 

find 

I 
' ( 39) 

where 
-+ 

P!l gives the amount and direction of the initial·proton polar-
' 

ization and a projection operator has been applied to Eq. (39) before 

the trace has been taken. This operator, T, will prOjE;!ct.out the singlet 

states of the n-p system and leave only triplet deuteron states,38 

+ 
T = 

4 

The differential cross section then has the form 

where I 0, the first term of Eq. (39); is the cross section for an 

unpolarized beam, and IP' the second term, is the contribution from 

the initial proton polarization. 

To illustrate a·· particular case, we assume that the initial 

polarization is in the z (or n) direction. Then the only nonzero 

< g!l >. ·of Eq. ( 33) are the unit mat:tix· ~.·\I; and' ap ~· Or 
1 z 

pi = ~ ~ + p ap ~ z 

(40) 

( 41) 

(42) 
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Eq. (39) becomes 

(43) 

With·some relations of our 4 x 4 sf-1. matrices, 

~) 
.I Z = 4 ' 

= Tr(ap ) = T:d aN ) ·= 0 , 
z z 

we can easily obtain, using Eqs. (44), (40), and (36), 

I = i ( I A 1
2 

+ I B 1
2 

+ I C 1
2 

) + ~ Re(Bc*} + P { Re·[A(iB* + -~*~} 
(44) 

The asymmetry is given by 

I -L 
I 
L + IE (45) 

where IL and ~ 

right respectively. 

are the differential cross sections to the left and 

£ = 

' 

Since both B and C have a sin e dependence, · 

1 * + 2' Re(BC ) 

(46) 

is th.e expressio~ for the asymmetry in the plane of scattering per

pendicular to the direction of polarization. The left-right asymmetry 

in directions other than the one specified above may be easily.found 

from Eq. (39) without the restriction of Eq. (42). 



V. COMPARISON OF THE DEUTERON ASYMMETRY WITH EXPERIMENT 

Experimental results for the left-right asymmetry have been 

18 
recently reported by Cooper... To compare the.op~ical-model' spin-

' 
dependent theory witn these data, the calculational methods of Part II, 

and the spin-dependent term.s B(e) and c(e) of Part IV, Section 2, 

are used. In addition to the parameters listed in Table I, the strength 

of the spin-orbit potential (see Eqs. (8) and (11) of Part IV) must be 

. 2 -~ 2 specified. These calculations have used the value !-La = 5 x 10 Mev em 

chosen.by Fernbach, Heckrotte, and Lepore. 33 The results for the 

12 asymmetry of deuterons produced from C · targets by 145 .. Mev polarized 

protons a.re shown in,Fig. 2. 

One ca;n see that the theory does not completely reproduce the ob-
, 0 

served low asymmetry at angles below 15 . An explanation for this follows 

the arguments given in Part III. The use of square-well potentials in 

the theory gives rise to large cancellation in the spin..;independent 

term A(e) 0 at angles below 15 • These cancellations are due to the 

interference of proton waves in the region rp > R0 with those inside 

the n~cleus, rp < R0 . Qualitatively~ the use of a more smoothly varying 

potential would increase the small=angle contributions to A(e), which 

would in turn produce more of a. dip in the differential cross section 

0 . 0 
at 20, and also would lower the'asymmetry for angles less than 15 to 

20°. However, the main features of the experimental data, particularly 

the large observed asymmetry, are pr~dicted by the. theory. · From the 

arguments given at the beginning of Part IV, one can see that the 

' major polarization effects indeed ~st .come from, the Spin~orbit 

scatterings, since the re.sults from considerations of the VNP inter-

·" 
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-0.2 

-0.4 

20° 30° 40° 
Center of mass angle 

MU-15643 

Fig. 2. The experimental and theoretical deuteron asymmetry obtained 

from pickup by 145-Mev polarized protons whose direction of 

polarization is perpendicular to the plane of scattering. 
' 
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action, as'treated by Malenka, are much too small in magnitude to 

account ~or the observed asymmetry. 
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APPENDIX I. INElASTIC-SCATTERING CONTRIBUTIONS 

Various qualitative-arguments that the inel!=tstic-scattering 

corrections to the cross section. are small were made i:o. Part I, and in 

the -development of the optical-model Wa.ve :t''9nctions in Part II. A 

quantitative estimate o:t' the importance of such effects may be obtained 

byusing _some of the results of nrultiple-scattering theory. 13 This 

appendix shows the. calculations for the angular distribution of out-

going deuterons that result from pickup by inelastically scattered 

protons. 

In Eq. (13) of Part I, we have approximated the exact wave 

fUnction (~~) describing the proton-initial-nucleus system by the 

elastic wave function 
(+) 

U CP cpi • We can write formally 

where F is an operator that can be thought of as describing the 

inelastic processes. (In Eq. (13), F = 1.) Following Watson, 13 F 

can be expressed formally in terms of the two~body t matrices: 

F = 1 + 

1 + 

(+) 
a 

1 

1 
A 

E P0 tt3 F~ 
f3fo: 

which gives a perturbation-type solution for F. Here P0 is an 

operator that picks out only the inelastic part of t, i.e., it is 

( i) 

(2) 



zero for all elastic two-body.scatterings. To 'first order in.the \x , 

Eq. ( 1) becomes 

e 

~ ... 
ink ·r 

0 

-+ ..,.. 

1 
ink •r 

-t: P
0 

I: t e 0 
at+l - lY CP a: . a 

Referring to Eq. (27) of Part II, we may write 

' ( 3) 

( 4) 

where M0 is Eq. (29) and M1 is the first~order inelastic correction 

term. 
~ ' 

M 
1 

-+ K .-+. r o+ • i(k 0 n -)or J drp e 2 2 . P = 

(5) 

Expanding the energy denominator in a complete set of states designated 

by K , we find 

-.~ ..,. -+ 
-iK•r 1 ink •r 1 

;J;r · e p :E t e 0 p 
p 0: 0: 

( 6) 

If we now assume a large homogeneous collection of' massive scatterers, 

the last integral becomes 

I = J 
..,. •-!> ... -!> 

-iK•r 1 ink •r 1 

d-.; ,· e P :E t e ·o P = 
p 0: 0: ' •.· ' 

( 7) 



where the a dependence has .been removed from the two-body scattering 

amplitude, (K I t I n k0) , and z
0 

is the coordinate of the ath 

scatt~rer. We next approximate 

where 

I = 

= 

is A~~" R0
3 

jl( IK - n k'0 I R0 ) 

li( ~ n k'
0 

I R
0 

' 
(8) 

Equation (7) then becomes· 

= (9) 

The integral over k may be performed in Eq. (6), giving a result like 

Eq. (29) of Part II. Then we have 

* 6MA J ~ ~ ~ 1 P0 f(K, n k'0 ) Ml = 
~2 

d~ M0(K, K) 2 . 2 2 n k0 . - K + ie (10). 

The form of M1 above allows a physical interpretation. The term 

P0 f(K, n k'0 ) describes protons that hav:e scattered into an intermediate 

state K . . The factor (K I t I 
intermediate-state protons, and 

n k0 ) gives the distribution of these 

jl (!'K - n ko I Ro) shows that they 

I 'K - n k'0 I R0 
set up an interference pattern due to the finite nuclear size. Finally, 

P 0 stipulates that only the inelastic terms of (~ I t I n k0 ) are to 

be used. Thes~ particles then propagate in a dispersive medium, 

described by the energy denominatorp and M0 gives the amplitude for 

forming an outgoing deuteron. The integration is carried out over all 
..... 

possible values of K. ·,The energy denominator can be written 

.-

.. 



1 
2k2 2' . 

n O - K + L€ 

= (

. . / 1 
+ PV. 2 2 
· n k . 0 

2) ·' K,. 

( 11) 

where PV indicates we are to take the principal value of the integral. 

The delta function may be directly integrated to yield 

* 6MA 
1!2 

..,. 
where the integral is over all angles of K and 

(12) 

= 

In the usual treatment of the principal=value integral,39 the 

approximation is made that the particle travels a long distance before 

the next scattering, or before the particle is observed. In these 

treatments, however, the angular integration is performed before.the 

principal-value integral is calculated, so that an integral such as 

00 

J 
0 

ikr 
e dk 

k 
2 

- k
2 

0 

is considered. For large r,9 or kr > > 1, the main contribution to 

this integral comes at k = k0 p and the principal~value integral gives 

the same result as the delta-~lction integral. However, since we wish 

to perform the angular integration later, we must evaluate an integral 

. of the form 

00 

) 
0 

F(k) eikr cos e 
k 2 k2 

0 -

dk (13) 
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The region where F(k) cannot be taken out of the integral is 
. 1 

cos 6 ..:S kr , 

and in the limit of very large r, this region becomes vanishingly small. 

00 

If ) F(k) 
dk is finite, then this region does not contribute to 

0 

Eq. (13) above, and F(k) may be taken outside the integral. 

Since this turns out to be the case for our integrals, we can 

write 

= 
* 6 1ri M A nk0 

/6.2 
( 14) 

in the limit of large distances between the scattering and pickup. 

..... -+ 
If a is the angle between k0 and K , and e , the angle 

- ..... -!> ..... 'between k0 and K, then the cosine of. the angle between K and K 

is (cos e cos a - sine sin a cos¢) ' where e and ¢ are angles in 

the integration over dQ . Since we have assumed a Gaussian formfor 

M0 , the integration of Eq. (14) is of the form 

a(cos e cos a - sinG sin a cos¢) 
= sine de d¢ e g(cos 9). 

0 0 

For many analytic forms of g(cos e), this integral can be solved in 

terms of Bessel. functions. 40 

The results of calculations are shown in Fig. 1, where it is 

(15) 

ass'umed that there is no interference between the elastic and inelastic 

terms, ~ and M1 • 

.. 



·" 

... 

' ' 

APPENDIX II. JUSTIFICATION FOR EQUA'l1ION ( 14) ., . PART II . . ;, '·' . 

In. Part II (see Eqs. ( 13), ( 14), and. ( 15)) a sotution was obtained 

for the coherent outgoing-deuteron wave fUnction, (-) 
~ CN q>f _, by ass:um,ing_ . 

that the deuteron size is much smaller than the nuclear r~ius, or 

~0 << 1 • (1) 

-Here r is one-half the average neutron-proton separation in the 

deuteron, and is characterized by a length 

· The nuclear radius R0 may be expressed as 

-13 ( ) r 0 = 1.5 x 10 em. Then the comdition stated :tn 1 may be written 

A >> 3 (2) 

One might believe, then, tr.tat the calculations of the pickup cros.s 

sections with the formulae of' Parts II and IITa:.re valid for all but light 

nuclei. However, the epproxi~tiort of Eq. (14), Part II~ introduces 

two more points tha-t; reqiilire further investigation. 

(a) Although UCN(R) was substituted for lY CN(;N) in Eq. (13), 

-1> 

the solution of' this equation, now a ftmctiou of R , is later integrated 

over the 
=I> 

coordinate rather than R. The coordinates 

seem to be used interchangeably in the evaluation of the matrix element. 

Some of' the confUsion that may exist can be cleared up by enumerating 

the approximations: (i) the potential U(,'N(z;N) determines the behavior 

of the outgoing deuteron, and exists inside the region rN < R0 ; 

(ii) it is expedient, however, to assume that the region rN < R0 can 

be approximated by the region R < R0 in order to solve for ~~~N ~f' 

in Eq. ( 13); (iii) this wave :function i.s finally integrated in Eq. (26) 
\ 



over the region rN < R0; just as if the approximatior{ i.!l: ( ii) above had 

never been made. To justify this last step,· it is ne"c'essary to show 

that the integration over does not depend critically on·small changes 

(on the order of r) in the location on the nuclear surface. 

(b) We have neglected contributions from the region rN > R0 
(or R > R0 ) in our matrix elements. To justify this, we may extend 

the argument of the paragraph above: if the result of the integration 

over does not critically depend on the location of the nuclear 

surface in the region oo > rN > R
0

, then there is little contribution 

to the integral from this region. 

We may take into account both points (a) and (b) by showing 

that the integration for rN < R
0 

~ r obtains the same results 

as the Fourier transform. let 

5 
·""" ... e=r2~4a ~K·r 

G(k) N -+ 
( 3) = e drN ' 

rN<Rl 

-has the Gaussian form introduced earlier, and R1 = R0 = r • 

Performing the integration~ we find 

G(i<) 

For 

jL · ~R 4a 
+811:ae 1 

R 2 ~ 4a·· 
1 

( 4) 

(5) 

the second term of Eq. (14) can be neglected, and the error fu~ctions 



in the first term combine to give l1f ; G(K) then becomes 

G(K) 
' 

(6) 

which is just the Fourier transform of the neutron. wave fUnction (R
1 

= oo) o 

~ . . . 
For the case of a C nucleus with a nuclear=momentum distribution of 

( , /, ) 4a 6 =26 2 .2 =26 2 ex:p ""E/20 , _ = 2o X 10 em a.nd R1 ~ 2o0 X 10 - >em o The 
. 12 

apparent difficulty here==i.e.i that light nuclei such as C do not 

satisfy Conditions (2) and (5)==is compensated in part by t~e facts 

that (a) the fina.l=state deuteron scattering is most important for its 

absorption effects, and contrib~tes little structure to the angular 

distribution, and (b)- optical=model corrections in general become less 

important for light nuclei. 
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